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Abstract
Land management practices in piñon-juniper woodlands can impact piñon pine (Pinus edulis,
Pinus monophylla) obligates, including the pinyon jay (Gymnorhinus cyanocephalus). I
summarized covariates surrounding pinyon jay nests to characterize pinyon jay nesting habitat at
multiple scales relevant to both restoration work and pinyon jay life history. By referencing my
results and overlaying my predictive models with proposed project sites, land managers can
incorporate habitat metrics important to jays into restoration planning.
The Utah Division of Wildlife collaborated with Colorado Parks and Wildlife and the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service to study pinyon jay occupancy in 2019 and 2020. This effort located 110
active nests and 24 pinyon jay colonies within the Colorado Plateau ecoregion. I identified
habitat characteristics associated with jay nest and colony sites by analyzing remotely sensed
covariates at four spatial scales centered on nests and non-nest (hereafter pseudo-absence) sites.
These spatial scales included covariate values at the immediate nest site or pseudo-absence, at
300 m, at 3 km, and at 6 km.
Random forests model results highlighted differences in covariates between small and large scales:
at nest locations or small scales, Juniperus spp. basal area (IQR: 27-77 ft²), distance to road (IQR:
117-342 m), and elevation (IQR: 1837-1981 m) were important. In comparison, heat load index
(IQR: 0.78-0.83 units) and terrain roughness (IQR: 23-48 units) were more important at the 300 m
and 3 km buffer size. Finally, within the largest buffer size of 6 km, percent canopy cover (IQR:
2.2-6.3) and canopy bulk density measures (IQR: 0.7-2.4 kg/m³) were most significant to nest
habitat. Overall, land managers conducting restoration work can avoid impacts to potential pinyon
jay nesting sites if they focus on terrain derivatives at smaller scales and canopy cover measures
at larger scales during project planning. Furthermore, projects planners can reduce jay impact by
referencing predictive nest habitat models at multiple spatial scales in the context of their project
areas.
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I) Introduction
The pinyon jay (Gymnorhinus cyanocephalus) is mutualistic with piñon pines (Johnson et
al. 2018; Ligon 1978). High nutrient piñon mast crops support jays during their breeding season,
help them survive the winter season, and promote their overall population viability. During high
mast-producing years, pinyon jays cache millions of piñon nut seeds and are among the primary
dispersers of piñon pine (Ligon 1978). Because of this relationship, it is critical for land
managers to understand the impacts of piñon-juniper management on pinyon jay population
dynamics and habitat use.
Pinyon jay populations declined in the last few decades. Unfortunately, natural resource
managers know little about the mechanisms behind this range-wide decline. Breeding Bird
Survey (BBS) results show significant range-wide pinyon jay declines of 3.7% per year (95% CI:
-5.1 to -2.4; Sauer et al. 2017). With the current rate of decline, more than half of the estimated
jay population will be lost within 19 years (Somershoe et al. 2020). Furthermore, wildfire,
drought, insects, and disease, all of which changing climate may exacerbate (Allen-Reid et al.
2008) threaten piñon pines in the southwest. The effects of mechanical removal of piñon-juniper
woodlands (Pinus edulis, Pinus monophylla, Juniperus spp.), a common strategy to reduce
wildfire risk or to improve ecological conditions and biodiversity, on pinyon jays are not well
understood (Bombaci and Pejchar 2016).
I summarized land cover metrics surrounding known pinyon jay nesting sites to inform
piñon-juniper woodland management practices and conservation of the pinyon jay. Some of
these metrics include elevation and other elevation-derived predictors, canopy measurement such
percent canopy cover, and tree species-specific predictors from the U.S. Forest Service Forest
Inventory and Analysis (FIA) database (Wilson et al. 2013). To inform management decisions at
multiple scales, I summarized predictors at four spatial scales and used random forests models to
highlight predictor importance at each scale. I accomplished this by comparing characteristics of
known nest sites and colonies with random locations where nest and colonies were absent
(pseudo-absences). Finally, I present model results in figures and in predictive maps intended to
be interpretable to restoration project managers. Managers may apply my results to piñonjuniper management planning in order to avoid being over or under conservative due to lack of
knowledge.

II) Problem Statement
Piñon-juniper treatments often include cutting, mastication, herbicide treatment, and/or
prescribed burns. These methods target removing woodlands expanding in sagebrush
ecosystems. Though removing piñon and juniper trees can improve sagebrush habitat, it can also
negatively affect piñon-juniper obligate species, such as the pinyon jay. Management tools for
considering piñon-obligates, especially those including spatial scale components, are largely
unavailable to land managers who are planning projects to remove piñon-juniper woodlands.
Because pinyon jays are highly mobile and use resources on large home ranges greater
than 4000 ha in size (Johnson et al. 2018), I analyzed covariates at landscape scales. To
represent smaller areas selected for nesting by jays, I analyzed covariates at small scales around
and at the immediate nest site. By comparing covariate importance at small vs. large scales, land
3

managers could better account for jay preference during project planning in piñon-juniper
woodlands. Conflicting land management goals can mean tradeoffs between species filling
opposite niches, such as treatments benefiting mule deer and sage grouse resulting in loss of
pinyon jay nest habitat. A better understanding of pinyon jay response to vegetation treatments
would allow land managers to promote a healthy sagebrush ecosystem while maintaining
suitable jay nesting habitat.

III) Background Information
Piñon-juniper ecosystems cover 35.5% of the Colorado Plateau ecoregion (Figure III.I)
and are the third largest vegetation type in the United States (Peters and Cobb 2008). The piñon
species Pinus edulis, Pinus monophylla and the juniper species Juniperus monosperma,
Juniperus scopulorum, and Juniperus osteosperma constitute the piñon-juniper habitat of the
Colorado Plateau. These piñon-juniper ecosystems are expanding into shrublands and grasslands
throughout their range (Blackburn and Tueller 1970). As a result, piñon-juniper land cover is the
largest vegetation type administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) on the Colorado
Plateau. Mechanical thinning is a common management approach to improve ecological
conditions for sagebrush obligates (e.g. sage-grouse) or to reduce fire risk (Short and McCulloch
1977). Many management plans prioritize removal of piñon-juniper; however, there is a lack of
understanding of large-scale spatial and temporal wildlife response to piñon-juniper woodland
reduction. Pinyon jays and at least thirty other bird species regularly breed in piñon-juniper
ecosystems (Balda and Masters 1980). In addition, piñon-juniper ecosystems have the fourth
highest bird diversity and species richness when compared to other North American forest types
(Paulin, Cook, and Dewey 1999). A better understanding of pinyon jay response to vegetation
treatments would allow land managers to develop improved treatment strategies, avoiding
impacts to not only jays, but also other piñon-juniper obligates as well.
The pinyon jay range approximates the extent of piñon-juniper ecosystems in the
American Southwest (Sauer et al. 2017). Breeding Bird Survey data show significant range-wide
pinyon jay declines of 3.7% per year (95% CI: -5.1 to -2.4; Sauer et. al. 2017) and an overall
population loss of 84% from 1967 to 2015 (Rosenberg et al. 2016). Because of these declines,
land managers are interested in conserving piñon-juniper microhabitats preferred by pinyon
jay. Though the greater objective of many piñon-juniper woodland treatments is to restore
shrubland and grassland ecosystems, there may be flexibility to maintain ecosystem components
critical to pinyon jay while still meeting other management goals.
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Figure III.I Map of the Colorado plateau and piñon-juniper ecosystems

Map of the Colorado plateau ecoregion (yellow line), US states (dashed lines), and USDA Forest Service Forest
Inventory and Analysis Forest-type group Pinyon Juniper (Blue, Wilson et al. 2013).

Pinyon jays are year round residents in piñon-juniper woodlands, occupying large home
ranges often greater than 4000 hectares in size (Johnson et al. 2018). Because jays move
throughout their home ranges to forage, it is difficult to identify the specific habitat metrics
limiting jay population viability. Pinyon jays are omnivores, eating seeds, berries, nuts, and
invertebrates, but they prefer piñon seeds (Ligon, 1978). They are a dominant disperser of seeds,
capable of carrying up to fifty piñon seeds at one time (Johnson et al. 2014). Because of their ties
with piñon trees, the pinyon jay is a good indicator of piñon productivity (Petersen, Johnson, and
Smith 2014). Piñon pinecones take at least three growing seasons to mature (Little 1938). Older
trees tend to be more valuable for species that depend on piñon seeds because piñon trees do not
start producing cones until they are about 25 years old, and do not produce significant amounts
of seeds until reaching about 75 years. In general, productive seed crops occur every four to
seven years. Because of this, piñon obligate species cannot return to the same foraging locations
year after year, but rather must cycle between trees depending on productivity and condition.
However, there is indication of fidelity for colony locations (Marzluff and Balda 1989).
In addition, pinyon jay may be especially vulnerable to drought because of their
relationship with piñon pine. A study in northern Arizona found piñon mortality following
5

extreme droughts in 1996 and 2002 was 6.5-fold higher than juniper mortality (Mueller et al.
2005). This unequal response between the two types of trees characterizing piñon-juniper
ecosystems could mean fewer seed producing cones available for jays in the future.
Some land managing agencies and environmental nonprofits disagree about the use of
mechanical treatments in piñon-juniper ecosystems. An example is the BLM proposed
Skutumpah Terrace Sagebrush Steppe Enhancement Project in the Grand Staircase-Escalante
National Monument of Southern Utah. The BLM analyzed this Project in an Environmental
Assessment (EA) to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA). However, a series of lawsuits by The Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance, Western
Watersheds Project, The Wilderness Society, and Grand Canyon Trust (collectively referred to as
SUWA) led to an appeal demonstrating the BLM failed to consider the cumulative effects of the
project on migratory birds. As a result, this project to chain and masticate more than 30,000
acres (1,214 ha) of piñon-juniper woodland and sagebrush stands did not move forward.
Other legal implications surround jay use of piñon-juniper ecosystems. Because of the
significant range-wide pinyon jay declines of 3.7% per year (95% CI: -5.1 to -2.4; Sauer et al.
2017) and because the causes of these declines are unclear, the USFWS added pinyon jay to the
list of Birds of Conservation Concern. The 1988 amendment to the Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Act mandates USFWS to “identify species, subspecies, and populations of all
migratory nongame birds that, without additional conservation actions, are likely to become
candidates for listing under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973.” The Birds of
Conservation Concern list is the USFWS’ most recent effort to carry out this mandate. The
pinyon jay presence on this list suggests additional conservation may be required to avoid an
eventual listing of the species. Avoiding the listing of this species through management
practices may avoid the significant costs often associated with the listing of a species. Because
Utah is the only state completely within pinyon jay range, jay conservation is of particular
interest to agency biologists (e.g., sensitive species biologists with the Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources (UDWR), biologists with the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and pinyon jay
working group partners and land management programs (e.g., Utah’s Watershed Restoration
Initiative). Utah contains approximately 12.8% of the total pinyon jay distribution (Rich et al.
2004), and as a result, findings may be especially valuable to land managers in Utah and
elsewhere. In addition, the Partners in Flight Western Working Group identified the pinyon jay
as a species of conservation concern experiencing significant long-term, range wide population
declines (Somershoe et al. 2020).
By outlining the habitat characteristics of piñon-juniper ecosystems most crucial to
pinyon jay, I hope to provide managers, landowners, biologists, and policy and decision makers
tools to conserve pinyon jay nesting habitat, especially when undertaking piñon-juniper
management practices.
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IV) Project Goals and Objectives
The mutualistic relationship of pinyon jay and piñon pine suggests mechanical removal
of piñon trees may adversely affect jays. The large foraging area of the jay, combined with the
four to seven-year cyclical nature of piñon mast production, makes large-scale productivity and
jay food availability difficult to study. However, knowledge of habitat characteristics associated
with jay nest locations might better inform land managers of the potential impacts of restoration
treatments to pinyon jay nesting colonies.
Land managers use mechanical treatment of piñon-juniper ecosystems to remove trees
and allow perennial grasses, shrubs, and forbs to grow in their place (Jones, Catlin, and Vasquez
2013). Many of these treatments target trees (often junipers) expanding on a landscape that could
instead contain greater diversity in other plant communities. Managers apply mechanical
woodland management to improve watershed function, reduce soil erosion, increase plant
community heterogeneity, as well as improve forage for livestock and wildlife species like mule
deer and grouse (Bombaci, Gallo, and Pejchar 2017).

Figure IV.I Pinyon Juniper Treatment near Orangeville, Utah.

Restoration work completed through Utah’s Watershed Restoration Initiative in 2020. This project used bullhog
techniques to remove 874 acres (354 ha) of piñon-juniper woodlands and then applied a native seed mixture. For
additional details see wri.utah.gov and search for project ID 4835.
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The objective of this work is to highlight management options that reduce adverse effects
to pinyon jay nesting habitat when targeting other landscape management goals. I summarized
available landscape data layers most likely to be critical to pinyon jay nesting locations. In
addition, I included a reference table containing ecological thresholds of data layers most
performant in models and therefore most likely to influence jay nesting (Table VIII.I). Finally, I
created predictive nest habitat models at four spatial scales within the Colorado plateau for use
by biologists or land mangers during project planning (Figures VI.III-VI.VI).

V) Methods
V.I Nest Sites
I analyzed nest sites identified by a collaborative pinyon jay project between UDWR,
Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW), and the USFWS. These collaborators developed a
repeatable method of detecting pinyon jays and their nesting colonies using geographic
information systems (GIS) and road-based field surveys. Together CPW and UDWR field
biologists surveyed 153 10-km² grid cells in Colorado and Utah’s piñon-juniper habitat during
2019 and 2020. Surveyors located pinyon jays in 120 (78%) surveyed cells and evidence of
pinyon jay breeding in 46 (30%) cells. If surveyors observed jay breeding behavior, they
recorded the locations of active nests if possible. CPW further conducted nest surveys in 2020.
These projects identified 110 potential active pinyon jay nests for inclusion in this study.
Because surveyors found few nests in the Wasatch and Uinta Mountains, the central basin and
range, and southern Rockies ecoregions, I limited my study to include only nests in the Colorado
plateaus ecoregion. Finally, because of spatial autocorrelation between nests within close
proximity (typically within one colony), I selected one nest from each cluster. My final active
nest sample size was 24 nests, each a minimum of 8 km apart.
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Figure V.I Pinyon jay nest found during UDWR surveys in 2020

Image of a pinyon jay nest found during 2020 field surveys. Photo taken one year later in 2021.
Photographer credits: Joe Moore.

V.II Pseudo-absences
To characterize covariates associated with nest sites at multiple spatial scales, I compared
known nest points to pseudo-absence points using the “Create Spatially Balanced Points” tool for
ArcGIS Pro, Geostatistical analyst license. I limited the potential draw area for random points to
be within the Colorado Plateau ecoregion, and to be within surveyed grid cells which contain
habitat where either pinyon jay were observed and no active nests were found, or no jays were
found. To be included, I required grid cells to contain USDA Forest Service Forest Inventory
and Analysis Forest-type group Pinyon Juniper (Wilson et al. 2013, displayed in Figure III.I).
Following the same ruleset for inclusion used for known nest points, I removed any pseudoabsences within 8 kilometers of another point, resulting in 56 pseudo-absence points paired with
24 included active nest points.
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Figure V.II Map of nests, pseudo-absences, and Colorado plateau ecoregion

Map of 24 active pinyon jay nests from UDWR and CPW surveys conducted in 2019 and 2020 (pink circles), and
56 pseudo-absences randomly spatially balanced within surveyed grid cells where nests and/or jays were not
found (white triangles). Study was limited to points within the Colorado plateau ecoregion (yellow line) and
USDA Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis Forest-type group Pinyon Juniper (Blue, Wilson et al. 2013).
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V.III Buffer sizes
I hypothesized pinyon jay nest site selection shows differing habitat trends between small
and large scales. To highlight these differences, I identified important covariates (Table V.II)
using random forests models. I ran a separate random forest model for each spatial scale based
on pinyon jay life history and mechanical treatment project size. First, I assessed predictors at the
area immediately surrounding a nest. Then, to describe greater pinyon jay nest selection habitat,
I used a buffer of 300 m based on the observation by Balda and Bateman that groups of pinyon
jay breeding pairs often build nests in an area of approximately 120 acres (49 ha), (1971). I
included an intermediate buffer size of 3 km based on the observation of Balda and Bateman
(1971) that pinyon jay flocks used areas of 8 miles² (2072 ha) at a minimum. Finally, I used a
large buffer size to provide jay management context for mechanical restoration projects of 200
acres (81 ha) in size or greater by converting to 6 km buffer around active nests. I therefore
conducted my analysis using buffers sizes of 6 km, 3 km, 300m, and at the nest location point.

Table V.I Buffer sizes, focal statistics calculations, and descriptions
Buffer sizes and associated calculations for creating focal statistic rasters used for Random forests modeling and
predictive mapping. Description supplies life history or restoration project relevance. Buffer letters correspond to
Figure V.III.

Buffer

Size

Focal Statistic Calculation

Description

A.

At point

Native raster resolutions, 30 m

Covariate selection within area
immediately surrounding a nest

B.

300 m

Circle neighborhood, 10 cell radius x 30 m

Greater nest area

C.

3 km

Circle neighborhood, 100 cell radius x 30 m

Flock use area

D.

6 km

Circle neighborhood, 200 cell radius x 30 m

Large mechanical restoration
project size
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Figure V.III Buffer sizes around nests and pseudo-absences

Sample of buffer sizes around a pseudo-absence near Starvation Reservoir, Duchesne, Utah. Models include covariate
immediately surrounding the nest (A.), within 300 m (B.), within 3 km (C.) and within 6 km (D.) Border of Colorado
plateau ecoregion is shown in yellow, triangles (white) represent pseudo-absences and circles (pink) nest presence.

V.IV Covariate selection
I acquired covariates using the download portals for Landfire Remap 2.0 (2016), the
Forest Inventory and Analysis Tree basal areas by species (Wilson et al. 2013), and the TIGER
2014 road data available through ESRI’s ArcGIS Online portal. I then used the geomorphometric
toolbox available for ArcGIS (Evans et al. 2014) in combination with the elevation model
available through the Landfire download portal to create all terrain covariate layers. I reprojected all layers to USA Contiguous Albers Equal Area Conic USGS Projection to match the
coordinate system used by the Landfire datasets. I then used the “Focal Statistics” tool for
ArcGIS Pro, with a “Circle” neighbor setting, to create mean value rasters based on cell radius. I
based each radius value on the target buffer size and the raster resolutions of 30 by 30 m. For
example, to create the 300 m buffer raster, I calculated mean values using a 10-cell radius value
and circle neighbor setting. I used a 100-cell radius value and circle neighbor setting for the 3
km buffer.
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Table V.II Covariates list
Covariate
Name

Description

Source

DEM

Elevation, meters

Landfire 2016

Elevation range where jays nest

Slope

Slope, degrees

Landfire 2016

Slope range where jays nest

TR3x3

Terrain Roughness

Geomorphometrics Jay nest preference for terrain types,
toolset, 3 by 3
specifically variation in z-axis within a
window specified
3 cell window

HLI

Heat Load Index

Geomorphometrics Jay nest preference for terrain types,
toolset
specifically warmer temperatures based
on aspect and potential for solar
radiation

CTI

Compound Topographic Index Geomorphometrics Jay nest preference for terrain types,
toolset
specifically steady state wetness, or
when both slope and upstream area
contribute to flow to select topographic
areas

CC

Canopy Cover, percent

Landfire 2016

Canopy cover percent range where jay
nests are likely to occur

CBD

Canopy Bulk Density, or
density of available canopy
fuel, CBD unit measurements
are kg m-3 * 100

Landfire 2016

Canopy bulk density range where jay
nests are likely to occur

CBH

Canopy Base Height, or the
Landfire 2016
average height from the
ground to a forest stand's
canopy bottom, BH unit
measurements are meters * 10

Canopy base height range where jay
nests are likely to occur

Pns-rc

Live tree basal area,
Pinus edulis + Pinus
monophylla (ft2)

USFS Forest
Inventory and
Analysis

Jay preference for live tree basal area of
Pinus spp.

Live tree basal area, Juniperus USFS Forest
Inventory and
osteosperma + Juniperus
scopulorum (ft2)
Analysis

Jay preference for live tree basal area of
Juniperus spp.

Distance to roads (m)

Jay preferred distance from roads

Jnprs_rc

road_dist_rc

Land Management Pinyon jay
Implications

TIGER
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V.V Covariate zonal statistics in ArcGIS Pro Model Builder and data table creation
I automated and iterated the process of calculating focal statistics at each spatial scale
using Model Builder for ArcGIS Pro (Figure V.II). I used an “input map” containing each
covariate as a layer to input rasters into model builder. This technique allowed easy verification
of projections, resolutions, and extents, and aided in project planning by allowing inspection of
each predictor for trends between points. Additionally, I included a user input parameter to
iterate through focal statistic cell calculations for each included spatial scale. Finally, I used the
focal statistics tool to calculate covariate pixel means separately for each cell radius size using
circle neighborhood settings and each covariate raster included in the input map. The final
output of the model is rasters containing the mean values for each covariate at each cell radius
(buffer) size.

Figure V.IV ESRI’s ArcGIS Pro Model Builder diagram for iterative processing

I used the raster package in R to read in the covariate rasters (created using model builder
for ArcGIS Pro) into RStudio. First, I created a separate raster stack for each buffer size. I then
used the R function extract to create a dataframe of covariate values for each point, compatible
with random forest modeling (Appendix II). This model input table includes a column for each
covariate with rows containing the mean value for every buffer size at each point. I added
additional columns marking a variable as a nest (1) or pseudo-absence (0) and defining each
record’s buffer size (at nest, 0.3, 3, or 6 km).
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V.VI Random forests models
I conducted random forests analyses using the randomForest package and function in R
(Liaw and Wiener, 2001) to determine variable importance to jay nests. Random Forests allowed
me to include all covariates and to model each spatial scale separately using a relatively simple
out-of-the box (OOB) learning algorithm. To tune my models, I used the tuneRF function of the
randomForest package. Based on these results, parameter “mtry,” or the number of values to
randomly sample at each split, was very close to optimal using the default in all buffer models
(number of predictor columns divided by three, in this case 12 predictors/3= mtry of 4). I used
the argument ntrees= 500 for number of trees in all models, which demonstrated a stable error
rate. I included confusion matrices of OOB samples (Table V.III). I documented all random
forest models, tuning, and results charts using R Markdown (Appendix II).

Table V.III Random forests confusion matrix
Confusion matrices of the predicted pinyon jay nest site presence or pseudo-absence generated with the out-of-the box
(OOB) samples in random forests. Results indicate the best accuracy in the smaller buffer groups. In general, false
positives were less plentiful than false negatives.

Buffer Group
Nest Site

300 m

Observed Value
0
1
Total
0
1

Predicted Value
0
1
49
7
17
7
66
14
52
8

Total

3 km

0
1
Total

6 km

0
1
Total

64

Total Incorrrect

% Predicted Correctly

56

24

70.00%

56
24
20 80

68

12

85.00%

10
8

56
24
18 80

54

26

67.50%

9
7

56
24
16 80

54

26

67.50%

64
47
17

Total Correct

4
16
60

46
16

Total
56
24
80
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Table V.IV Random forests minimum depth plots

Random forests analysis showing differences in covariate importance between buffer sizes when predicting pinyon jay nest presence. Using 500 trees
and 3 variables tried at each split, smaller buffers showed Juniper spp. basal area, distance from road, and elevation to be most important. Meanwhile,
medium buffer results highlighted terrain factors such as heat load index and terrain roughness. Finally, heat load index, canopy bulk density and
canopy cover metrics were most important at the 6 km buffer scale.

VI) Results
Random forests models showed differences in covariate inclusion and weight between
small buffers immediately surrounding known nests, and buffers representing larger habitat in
the nest area. The minimum depth distribution results (Table V.IV) from random forests models
highlighted the significance of Juniper basal area, distance to roads, and elevation at the location
of nests and within a 300 m buffer. In contrast, the random forests models for the intermediate 3
km buffers showed heat load index and terrain roughness to be most significant. Finally, at the 6
km buffer size, heat load index, canopy bulk density, and canopy cover were most significant.

Figures VI.I Density plots comparing significant predictors at each buffer size

Density plots showing the distribution of mean covariate buffer values for pinyon jay
nest presences verse pseudo-absences at multiple scales.

Pseudo-absence
Presence

Figure VI.II Box plots comparing significant predictors at each buffer size

Boxplots showing the interquartile range of mean covariate buffer distributions for
pinyon jay nest presences verse pseudo-absences at multiple scales. The upper and
lower hinges correspond to the first and third quartiles (the 25th and 75th percentiles).

Pseudo-absence
Presence

Data trends are as follows (See Appendix. I): At the largest scale, or a 6 km buffer,
pinyon jays selected habitat within areas where the interquartile range of canopy cover is
between 2.15 and 6.25% compared to random points ranging between 3.59 and 17.09%.
Similarly, jays tended to select canopy bulk densities with interquartile ranges between 0.72 and
2.41, compared to 1.36 and 6.82 at pseudo-absence sites within the same 6 km buffer size. At the
smallest scale, jays tended to choose nest sites with interquartile values ranged between 1837 and
1981 m in elevation, compared to random sites ranging between 1727 and 2265 m in elevation.
Also at the nest site, jays selected juniper basal areas between 27 and 77 sq. feet, compared to
pseudo absence values between 4 and 52 ft². Moreover, for average distance to roads at nest
sites, jays showed a preference for interquartile ranges between 117 and 341 m from a road,
compared to random sites falling between 123 and 780 m. DWR and CPW’s road-based field
study is the source of most of the nest points I analyzed. As a result, road survey methods may be
the reason for significance in the distance to roads covariate. However, jay nest proximity to
roads suggests management strategies such as avoiding disturbing trees along roads to maintain
wildlife cover and habitat aesthetics, (Watkins et al. 2007) could benefit jays.
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These findings suggest pinyon jays select nest habitat locations based on juniper
densities, distance to roads, and elevation ranges at smaller scales. In contrast, pinyon jays
choose larger scale landscapes based on canopy bulk density, percent canopy cover, and heat
load indices. To account for the differences between scales highlighted in my findings of
analysis, I created a separate predictive spatial model for each scale. Spatial predictions at the
point location highlight fine areas at the 30 m resolution where jays could select nests. The 300
m spatial prediction provides a smooth, contiguous area where jay nests or colonies could occur.
Predictive maps at the 3 km to 6 km scale show larger areas of concentrated use potential at the
same scale where large woodland reduction projects occur.

Figure VI.III Example of spatial predictions from point location model

Sample of model predictions and buffer sizes around a nest site near the Abajo Mountains, Utah.
Predictive map created from nest location model is classified by moderate (0.5-0.7, blue) and high (0.70.99, pink) probability of nest occurrence. Spatial buffers are shown in black as at nest site (A.), within
300 m (B.), within 3 km (C.) and within 6 km (D.)
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Figure VI.IV Example of spatial predictions from 300 m model

Sample of model predictions and buffer sizes around a nest site near the Abajo Mountains, Utah. Predictive
map created from 300 m buffer model is classified by moderate (0.5-0.7, blue) and high (0.7-0.99, pink)
probability of nest occurrence. Spatial buffers are shown in black as at nest site (A.), within 300 m (B.),
within 3 km (C.) and within 6 km (D.)
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Figure VI.V Example of spatial predictions from 3 km model

Sample of model predictions and buffer sizes around a nest site near the Abajo Mountains, Utah. Predictive
map created from 3 km buffer model is classified by moderate (0.5-0.7, blue) and high (0.7-0.99, pink)
probability of nest occurrence. Spatial buffers are shown in black as at nest site (A.), within 300 m (B.),
within 3 km (C.) and within 6 km (D.)
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Figure VI.VI Example of spatial predictions from 6 km model

Sample of model predictions and buffer sizes around a nest site near the Abajo Mountains, Utah. Predictive
map created from 6 km buffer model is classified by moderate (0.5-0.7, blue) and high (0.7-0.99, pink)
probability of nest occurrence. Spatial buffers are shown in black as at nest site (A.), within 300 m (B.),
within 3 km (C.) and within 6 km (D.)
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Figure VI.VII Example of spatial predictions from 6 km model across the
Colorado plateau ecoregion

Sample of model predictions across the Colorado plateau ecoregion (yellow line). Predictive map created from 6 km
buffer model is classified by moderate (0.5-0.7, blue) and high (0.7-0.99, pink) probability of nest occurrence.

VII) Conclusions
Including pinyon jays in the planning process of restoration work in piñon-juniper
woodlands is an important step to acknowledging and acting in response to observed declines in
jay populations. A multiscale view of jay nesting habitat characteristics will benefit managers
during project planning. Random forests model results highlighted differences in significant
covariates between small and large scales: at nest locations, jays selected sites with distinct
Juniperus spp. basal areas (IQR: 27-77 ft²), near roads (IQR: 117-342 m), and within moderate
elevations (IQR: 1837-1981 m). In comparison, select ranges of heat load index (IQR: 0.78-0.83
units) and terrain roughness (IQR: 23-48 units) were more important at the 300 m and 3 km
buffer size. Finally, within the largest buffer size of 6 km, low percent canopy covers (IQR: 2.26.3 percent) and low to intermediate canopy bulk density measures (IQR: 0.7-2.4 kg/m³) were
most significant to nest sites. Summarized, these metrics suggest land managers conducting
restoration work are most likely to avoid impacts to pinyon jay nesting if they focus on terrain
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derivatives and juniper density at smaller scales and canopy measures at larger scales during
project planning.
Land managers balance many strategies and goals when planning projects. Some of the
more common restoration goals in piñon-juniper habitat include improvements to watershed
function, reductions to soil erosion, increased plant community heterogeneity, and improvements
to forage for livestock and wildlife (Bombaci, Gallo, and Pejchar 2017). Ongoing bird surveys
suggest significant declines in pinyon jay populations (Somershoe et al. 2010). My findings
suggest potential compatibility between jay considerations and sagebrush and rangeland goals
may exist. Mechanical treatment is often difficult to conduct in areas with steep or rocky terrain
due to equipment limitations (N. Nielson, Personal communication at restoration field site in
Price, UT, April 21, 2021): these areas have potential to fall in the range of preferred roughness
and compound topographic indices. Trees left in these areas may protect jay-nesting habitat at
the immediate nest location or 300 m scale. Similarly, jays tend to prefer lower canopy cover
percent across the larger landscape surrounding their nests. This suggests opening up dense
stands through tree removal may not impact jay nesting at the 3 km or 6 km scales, especially if
sufficient suitable nest sites remain within those buffer sizes.

VIII) Solutions and Recommendations
In the case of pinyon jays, managers attempting to avoid impacts to nesting sites should
focus on terrain and canopy characteristics at small and large scales respectively. By overlaying
my predictive models with proposed project sites, land managers could identify these habitat
metrics within areas of interest. Because land managing agencies and environmental nonprofits
often disagree about the use of mechanical treatments in piñon-juniper ecosystems, land
managers can benefit from having defensible project plans that include jay impacts. Plans with
considerations for the pinyon jay will likely also provide benefits to other piñon-juniper obligate
species. By focusing on the small-scale (location point and 300 m buffer) predictive maps, land
managers could highlight those specific stands most important to jay nesting sites. Then, by
using the predictive 3 km and 6 km maps, land managers could identify larger areas on the
landscapes most import to jays. Figures VI.III-VI.VI show each predictive model overlain with
buffer scales for reference.
Based on my results, I encourage land managers hoping to consider impacts to jays to
first reference Table VIII.I and reflect on those covariates most significant to their project area,
and then second, review my predictive nest habitat models within the project area using GIS.
Table VIII.I is a reference table displaying not only model results, but also the associated
management implication for each covariate. I recommend managers focus on those covariates
most relevant to their project areas. Furthermore, managers should consider creating interactive
GIS maps preloaded with covariates, predictive nest habitat models, and project areas to
streamline the process of reviewing potential project impacts. Balancing the complex factors
important to restoration work can be a time-consuming and complex. Table VIII.I displays my
most significant results and their relevance to land management.
Finally, my predictive models suggest areas most important to jays make up a relatively
small proportion of the larger piñon-juniper habitat area in the Colorado Plateau. When
compared to the FIA Forest-type group Pinyon Juniper (Wilson et al. 2013) raster cell count
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area, the high classification (0.7-1) of my nest site predictive model made up 1.56% of the total
piñon-juniper habitat area, and the low classification (0.5-0.7) made up 13.98%. In comparison,
the 6 km scale model high classification made up 1.68% and the low classification 11.34%
(Table VIII.I). Generally, the proportion of areas classified as moderate in nest predictive models
is below 14% at all spatial scales. This suggests managers should have a good deal of flexibility
to complete restoration work while still avoiding areas with high potential for jay nesting.

Table VIII.I Proportion of moderate and high model classifications compared to
pinyon and juniper forest group area
Table showing the proportion of the moderate and high classifications of each spatial predictive model compared to the
larger USDA Forest Service FIA Forest-type group Pinyon Juniper (Wilson et al. 2013) area within the Colorado plateau
ecoregion.

Pinyon juniper
forest group in
Colorado plateau
ecoregion 30m²

Buffer Group

Count

Total predicted moderate
(0.5-0.7) 30m²

Total predicted high (0.7-1)
30m²

Count

Proportion

Count

Proportion

At point

6135563

13.98%

684192

1.56%

300 m

6120363

13.95%

1174925

2.68%

3 km

4697421

10.71%

1166050

2.66%

6 km

4975786

11.34%

737091

1.68%

43874507

Overall, project managers on the Colorado Plateau attempting to avoid impacts to jays
should consider multiscale habitat characteristics. However, pinyon jay distribution extends
beyond the Colorado Plateau study area. As a result, future multiscale analysis throughout
pinyon jay range in western North America could better inform land managers throughout the
region to benefit the jay population as a whole. Additionally, field studies resulting in new jay
nest locations could benefit future analysis by improving sample size and spatial distribution.
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Table VIII.II Covariates and management considerations for the Colorado
plateau ecoregion
Covariates and the scales at which they are most important to pinyon jays. Nest values reflect the interquartile range results
from nest site buffers.

Variable

Scale

Nest Values

Elevation

At nest
location,
300 m,
3 km

IQR: 1804-1992 m

Compound
Topographic
Index

At nest
location,
300 m

IQR: 7.05-8.35 CTI, or
"intermediate indexes"

3 km,
6 km

IQR: 23.2-53.4 TR, or
"intermediate roughness"

At nest
location,
300 m

IQR: 117-342 meters

Terrain
Roughness

Road Distance

Juniperus spp.
Basal Area

Canopy Bulk
Density

Percent
Canopy Cover

At nest
location,
300 m

6 km

6 km

Management Implication
Review the elevations of proposed projects: if they
fall between these values, consider other metrics to
determine if jay presence is likely
Review proposed restoration work for areas with
mature piñon and/or junipers that persist in dips or
drainages of intermediate depth with some upstream
inputs and consider leaving them.
Review proposed restoration work for areas with
mature piñon and or junipers surrounded by terrain
with some complexiticies but lacking extreme slopes
or hillsides.
Road based survey methods may bias these measures;
however, these values suggest jays tolerate some road
based disturbances when choosing nest sites. This
maybe conducive to management strategies where
trees are left along roads (e.g. as cover for ungulates).
At an intermediate scale review project for areas
containing intermediate juniper cover. For context,
the highest observed Juniperus spp. density near a
nest was ~100 ft². Random points in habitat ranged
between ~3-130 feet squared. Consider targeting
treatment to areas above or below this range.

IQR: 27-77 ft²

IQR: 0.7-2.4 kg m³ * 100

At larger landscape scales, jay select habitat with
canopies containing intermediate ranges distributed
canopy mass. Traditionally used to describe potential
for crown fires to spread, this metric roughly
correlates to a measure of vertical and horizontal
mass distribution of tree branches. Random points in
habitat range from ~0-19.
At the landscape scale, jays choose areas with lower
mean percent covers than at nest sites. Canopy
percents at known nest sites range between 1 with a
max of 15 , suggesting open areas may be tolerated at
increasing scales.

IQR: 2.2-6.3 %
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X) Appendices
Appendix.I Summary statistics
Table of mean, standard deviation (Sd), minimum (min), 25th percentile (Pctile[25]), 75th percentile (Pctile[75]), and maximum (Max) covariate values by
pseudo-absence vs. nest and buffer sizes

Buffer
Group

Variable
CTI
DEM
HLI
jnprs
pns
At
Location CBD
Point CBH
CC
road_dist
Slope
TR
CTI
DEM
HLI
jnprs
pns
300 m CBD
CBH
CC
road_dist
Slope
TR

Mean
8.29
1975.88
0.80
31.26
10.13
2.54
4.41
7.77
630.82
12.11
71.89

Sd
2.17
340.74
0.14
28.05
11.81
5.04
17.34
13.65
686.38
11.69
149.49

Random Sites
Min Pctile[25] Pctile[75] Max
5.60
6.60
9.61
15.54
1245.00 1727.25 2265.00 2801.00
0.31
0.76
0.86
1.09
0.00
4.49
52.37
90.92
0.00
1.09
15.92
54.35
0.00
0.00
5.00
19.00
0.00
0.00
3.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
15.00
55.00
30.00
122.77
780.45 3273.30
0.00
3.00
17.50
49.00
0.00
2.06
65.84
831.51

8.00
1978.22
0.81
32.24
10.30
3.42
2.38
8.13
634.38
12.50
75.74

0.98
341.92
0.08
26.68
10.15
4.13
5.92
9.28
675.91
8.71
115.98

6.27
1234.61
0.59
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
62.80
1.47
0.47

7.19
1741.40
0.76
9.92
2.08
0.36
0.23
1.08
154.16
5.16
9.91

8.71
2263.16
0.85
44.70
17.10
4.74
2.05
10.54
763.95
17.56
98.88

9.96
2805.93
1.00
127.65
36.26
14.83
41.87
39.02
3272.60
33.62
640.78

Mean
7.78
1913.88
0.80
52.57
12.08
1.25
0.75
3.75
311.79
8.58
24.85

Sd
1.25
115.48
0.10
31.71
9.19
2.21
1.33
6.64
446.23
7.12
38.98

Nest Sites
Min Pctile[25] Pctile[75] Max
5.47
7.05
8.35
11.13
1582.00 1837.25 1980.75 2119.00
0.51
0.76
0.85
1.02
0.00
27.07
76.65
115.10
0.00
6.30
21.52
31.01
0.00
0.00
1.25
5.00
0.00
0.00
0.75
3.00
0.00
0.00
3.75
15.00
0.00
117.04
341.87 2269.91
0.00
4.00
10.75
27.00
0.99
2.95
25.12
153.33

8.04
1914.02
0.81
47.22
10.33
1.92
1.03
5.32
302.44
8.69
26.70

0.46
116.19
0.05
21.84
6.86
1.59
0.81
4.19
424.65
3.98
23.34

7.05
1580.56
0.71
4.77
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
57.84
2.99
2.54

7.84
1836.96
0.77
28.29
5.64
0.57
0.34
1.72
120.09
6.47
11.20

8.29
1982.90
0.83
66.37
14.65
2.68
1.53
7.64
324.12
10.48
32.01

8.93
2121.46
0.95
80.25
26.94
6.34
2.63
13.93
2197.33
16.80
78.41

Buffer
Group

3 km

6 km

Variable
CTI
DEM
HLI
jnprs
pns
CBD
CBH
CC
road_dist
Slope
TR

Mean
8.03
1988.74
0.80
34.08
11.60
4.42
3.06
10.46
632.79
12.40
68.94

Sd
0.70
317.97
0.02
24.66
9.20
3.96
4.68
9.29
435.58
5.88
51.42

Random Sites
Min Pctile[25] Pctile[75] Max
6.82
7.54
8.40
9.61
1313.73 1790.55 2263.98 2650.55
0.75
0.79
0.82
0.87
0.41
14.25
45.25
118.80
0.07
3.67
17.17
34.13
0.01
0.90
7.23
13.51
0.01
0.65
2.41
22.67
0.04
2.70
15.89
34.08
179.12
387.56
683.19 2211.32
2.29
7.85
16.02
26.38
1.60
23.97
102.67
231.20

CTI
DEM
HLI
jnprs
pns
CBD
CBH
CC
road_dist
Slope
TR

8.05
2000.09
0.80
34.72
11.69
4.28
3.22
10.55
655.15
11.91
63.53

0.58
304.86
0.02
21.30
7.44
3.45
4.53
8.71
313.33
4.90
39.95

6.99
1356.91
0.77
1.28
0.15
0.04
0.02
0.10
236.95
2.56
2.14

7.65
1826.40
0.79
22.18
7.02
1.36
0.72
3.59
442.14
7.81
33.49

8.43
2245.83
0.81
48.66
15.76
6.82
2.84
17.09
809.58
14.90
97.04
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9.50
2578.59
0.84
101.56
28.59
11.23
18.88
31.18
1870.04
21.68
161.72

Mean
8.15
1901.91
0.81
40.61
9.30
1.81
0.82
4.53
519.27
9.82
45.90

Sd
0.36
134.29
0.03
15.76
6.77
1.69
0.57
3.66
267.86
3.20
39.15

Nest Sites
Min Pctile[25] Pctile[75] Max
7.60
7.81
8.42
8.75
1610.20 1803.84 1972.71 2144.06
0.76
0.78
0.83
0.86
9.43
32.55
49.39
68.65
0.72
3.82
14.35
24.76
0.08
0.64
2.85
7.79
0.05
0.37
1.08
2.19
0.23
1.85
6.05
16.47
195.74
363.92
541.67 1373.35
5.73
7.46
11.38
17.04
12.05
23.20
48.36
188.02

8.25
1904.04
0.81
36.64
8.67
1.85
1.04
4.62
538.34
9.51
46.14

0.35
153.07
0.02
14.14
5.19
1.59
0.95
3.53
254.23
2.78
34.38

7.64
1609.80
0.77
8.43
0.73
0.09
0.06
0.28
199.39
5.13
11.84

8.09
1807.00
0.79
29.48
4.06
0.72
0.43
2.15
386.97
7.51
25.27

8.47
1991.95
0.82
44.71
11.64
2.41
1.29
6.25
614.42
10.82
53.39

9.02
2197.35
0.87
62.65
22.58
6.84
3.92
15.30
1339.17
15.86
144.09

Appendix.II R script for random forests modelling, figures, and tables
This is an R Markdown documenting predictive mapping based on random forests models.
#first import all files in a single folder as a list
Slope<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates/Slope.tif")
TR<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates/TR.tif")
CBD<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates/CBD.tif")
CBH<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates/CBH.tif")
CC<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates/CC.tif")
CTI<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates/CTI.tif")
DEM<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates/DEM.tif")
HLI<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates/HLI.tif")
jnprs<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates/jnprs_rc.tif")
pns<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates/pns_rc.tif")
ROAD_DIST<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates/road_dist_rc.tif")
#list all rasters
rlist<-list(Slope,TR,CBD,CBH,CC,CTI,DEM,HLI,jnprs,pns,ROAD_DIST)
#stack
rstack<-stack(rlist)
#Read in points
pts <- st_read("~/Capstone/Features/PresAbs_Pts20210615.shp")
## Reading layer `PresAbs_Pts20210615' from data source `C:\Users\lizmoore\Documents\
Local_Working\Capstone\Features\PresAbs_Pts20210615.shp' using driver `ESRI Shapefile
'
## Simple feature collection with 80 features and 13 fields
## Geometry type: POINT
## Dimension:
XY
## Bounding box: xmin: -113.2838 ymin: 37.04769 xmax: -107.6368 ymax: 40.84969
## Geodetic CRS: WGS 84
#Extract all covariates included in the raster stack above
e<- data.frame(raster::extract(rstack, as(pts, "Spatial")))
## Warning in .local(x, y, ...): Transforming SpatialPoints to the CRS of the
## Raster
pred_df<- data.frame(pts, e)
#pres data: make pt_type binomial
pred_df[pred_df$PT_Type=="NEST","Pres"]<-1
pred_df[pred_df$PT_Type=="RANDOM","Pres"]<-0

#Clean db for modeling
rf_data<-dplyr::select(pred_df, c("Pres","Slope","TR","CBD","CBH","CC","CTI","DEM","H
LI","jnprs_rc","pns_rc","road_dist_rc") )
#rf_data<-rf_data %>% dplyr::rename(jnprs = jnprs_rc, pns=pns_rc, ROAD_DIST= road_dis
t_rc )
#Random forests
set.seed(4567)

rf_class<-randomForest(as.factor(Pres) ~ ., data=rf_data,ntree=500, mtry=3,importance
=TRUE)
rf_class
##
## Call:
## randomForest(formula = as.factor(Pres) ~ ., data = rf_data, ntree = 500,
y = 3, importance = TRUE)
##
Type of random forest: classification
##
Number of trees: 500
## No. of variables tried at each split: 3
##
##
OOB estimate of error rate: 30%
## Confusion matrix:
##
0 1 class.error
## 0 49 7
0.1250000
## 1 17 7
0.7083333
#tuning
# #default is # sqrt(features), or sqrt(12) = 3 is defualt
# m2<-tuneRF(
#
x
= dplyr::select(rf_data, -"Pres"),
#
y
= rf_data$Pres,
#
ntreeTry
= 500,
#
mtryStart = 3,
#
stepFactor = 1.5,
#
improve
= 0.01, #1% improvment
#
trace
= FALSE
# to not show real-time progress
# )
# m2
#No real difference, using defualt.
#plots
plot(rf_class)#error plot
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mtr

varImpPlot(rf_class)#Variable Importance Plots

min_depth<-min_depth_distribution(rf_class) #create table for min depths
depth<-plot_min_depth_distribution(min_depth, k=15, main="At Point Location")+ scale_
fill_brewer(palette="BrBG")+theme_bw()#create min depths plot for review

#mapping
#sPredLOC<-(predict(rstack, rf_class,progress="text",type="prob",fun=predict,index=2)
)
#writeRaster(sPredLOC, "~/Capstone/R_out/RFpredV3.tif", format="GTiff")
##300m buffer random forests and predictive map
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#import all covariates at 100 cell
Slope<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_10cell/Slope.tif")
TR<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_10cell/TR.tif")
CBD<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_10cell/CBD.tif")
CBH<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_10cell/CBH.tif")
CC<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_10cell/CC.tif")
CTI<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_10cell/CTI.tif")
DEM<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_10cell/DEM.tif")
HLI<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_10cell/HLI.tif")
jnprs<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_10cell/jnprs.tif")
pns<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_10cell/pns.tif")
ROAD_DIST<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_10cell/road_dist.tif")
#list all rasters
rlist<-list(Slope,TR,CBD,CBH,CC,CTI,DEM,HLI,jnprs,pns,ROAD_DIST)
#stack
rstack<-stack(rlist)
#Read in points
pts <- st_read("~/Capstone/Features/PresAbs_Pts20210615.shp")
## Reading layer `PresAbs_Pts20210615' from data source `C:\Users\lizmoore\Documents\
Local_Working\Capstone\Features\PresAbs_Pts20210615.shp' using driver `ESRI Shapefile
'
## Simple feature collection with 80 features and 13 fields
## Geometry type: POINT
## Dimension:
XY
## Bounding box: xmin: -113.2838 ymin: 37.04769 xmax: -107.6368 ymax: 40.84969
## Geodetic CRS: WGS 84
#Extract all covariates included in the raster stack above
e<- data.frame(raster::extract(rstack, as(pts, "Spatial")))
## Warning in .local(x, y, ...): Transforming SpatialPoints to the CRS of the
## Raster
pred_df<- data.frame(pts, e)
#pres data: make pt_type binomial
pred_df[pred_df$PT_Type=="NEST","Pres"]<-1
pred_df[pred_df$PT_Type=="RANDOM","Pres"]<-0

#Clean db for modeling
rf_data300m<-dplyr::select(pred_df, c("Pres","Slope","TR","CBD","CBH","CC","CTI","DEM
","HLI","jnprs","pns","road_dist") )
#rf_data<-rf_data %>% dplyr::rename(jnprs = jnprs_rc, pns=pns_rc, ROAD_DIST= road_dis
t_rc )
#Random forests
set.seed(4567)
rf_class300m<-randomForest(as.factor(Pres) ~ ., data=rf_data300m,ntree=500, mtry=3,im
portance=TRUE)
rf_class300m
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##
## Call:
## randomForest(formula = as.factor(Pres) ~ ., data = rf_data300m,
mtry = 3, importance = TRUE)
##
Type of random forest: classification
##
Number of trees: 500
## No. of variables tried at each split: 3
##
##
OOB estimate of error rate: 15%
## Confusion matrix:
##
0 1 class.error
## 0 52 4 0.07142857
## 1 8 16 0.33333333
#tuning
# #default is # sqrt(features), or sqrt(12) = 3 is defualt
# m2<-tuneRF(
#
x
= dplyr::select(rf_data, -"Pres"),
#
y
= rf_data$Pres,
#
ntreeTry
= 500,
#
mtryStart = 3,
#
stepFactor = 1.5,
#
improve
= 0.01, #1% improvment
#
trace
= FALSE
# to not show real-time progress
# )
# m2
#No real difference, using defualt.
#plots
plot(rf_class300m)#error plot

varImpPlot(rf_class300m)#Variable Importance Plots
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ntree = 500,

min_depth300m<-min_depth_distribution(rf_class300m) #create table for min depths
depth300m<-plot_min_depth_distribution(min_depth300m, k=15, main="300 m Buffers")+ sc
ale_fill_brewer(palette="BrBG")+theme_bw()#create min depths plot for review

#mapping
#sPred300m<-(predict(rstack, rf_class,progress="text",type="prob",fun=predict,index=2
))
#writeRaster(sPred300m, "~/Capstone/R_out/RFpred_300mfocalcells_V1.tif", format="GTif
f")
##3km buffer random forests and predictive map
#import all covariates at 100 cell
Slope<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_100cell/Slope.tif")
TR<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_100cell/TR.tif")
CBD<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_100cell/CBD.tif")
CBH<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_100cell/CBH.tif")
CC<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_100cell/CC.tif")
CTI<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_100cell/CTI.tif")
DEM<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_100cell/DEM.tif")
HLI<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_100cell/HLI.tif")
jnprs<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_100cell/jnprs.tif")
pns<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_100cell/pns.tif")
ROAD_DIST<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_100cell/road_dist.tif")
#list all rasters
rlist<-list(Slope,TR,CBD,CBH,CC,CTI,DEM,HLI,jnprs,pns,ROAD_DIST)
#stack
rstack<-stack(rlist)
#Read in points
pts <- st_read("~/Capstone/Features/PresAbs_Pts20210615.shp")
## Reading layer `PresAbs_Pts20210615' from data source `C:\Users\lizmoore\Documents\
Local_Working\Capstone\Features\PresAbs_Pts20210615.shp' using driver `ESRI Shapefile
'
## Simple feature collection with 80 features and 13 fields
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##
##
##
##

Geometry type:
Dimension:
Bounding box:
Geodetic CRS:

POINT
XY
xmin: -113.2838 ymin: 37.04769 xmax: -107.6368 ymax: 40.84969
WGS 84

#Extract all covariates included in the raster stack above
e<- data.frame(raster::extract(rstack, as(pts, "Spatial")))
## Warning in .local(x, y, ...): Transforming SpatialPoints to the CRS of the
## Raster
pred_df<- data.frame(pts, e)
#pres data: make pt_type binomial
pred_df[pred_df$PT_Type=="NEST","Pres"]<-1
pred_df[pred_df$PT_Type=="RANDOM","Pres"]<-0

#Clean db for modeling
rf_data3km<-dplyr::select(pred_df, c("Pres","Slope","TR","CBD","CBH","CC","CTI","DEM"
,"HLI","jnprs","pns","road_dist") )
#rf_data<-rf_data %>% dplyr::rename(jnprs = jnprs_rc, pns=pns_rc, ROAD_DIST= road_dis
t_rc )
#Random forests
set.seed(4567)
rf_class3km<-randomForest(as.factor(Pres) ~ ., data=rf_data3km,ntree=500, mtry=3,impo
rtance=TRUE)
rf_class3km
##
## Call:
## randomForest(formula = as.factor(Pres) ~ ., data = rf_data3km,
mtry = 3, importance = TRUE)
##
Type of random forest: classification
##
Number of trees: 500
## No. of variables tried at each split: 3
##
##
OOB estimate of error rate: 32.5%
## Confusion matrix:
##
0 1 class.error
## 0 46 10
0.1785714
## 1 16 8
0.6666667
#tuning
# #default is # sqrt(features), or sqrt(12) = 3 is defualt
# m2<-tuneRF(
#
x
= dplyr::select(rf_data, -"Pres"),
#
y
= rf_data$Pres,
#
ntreeTry
= 500,
#
mtryStart = 3,
#
stepFactor = 1.5,
#
improve
= 0.01, #1% improvment
#
trace
= FALSE
# to not show real-time progress
# )
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ntree = 500,

# m2
#No real difference, using defualt.
#plots
plot(rf_class3km)#error plot

varImpPlot(rf_class3km)#Variable Importance Plots

min_depth3km<-min_depth_distribution(rf_class3km) #create table for min depths
depth3km<-plot_min_depth_distribution(min_depth3km, k=15, main="3 km Buffers")+ scale
_fill_brewer(palette="BrBG")+theme_bw()#create min depths plot for review

#mapping
#sPred3km<-(predict(rstack, rf_class,progress="text",type="prob",fun=predict,index=2)
)
#writeRaster(sPred3km, "~/Capstone/R_out/RFpred_3kmfocalcells_V2.tif", format="GTiff"
)
##6km buffer random forests and predictive map
#import all covariates at 100 cell
Slope<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_200cell/Slope.tif")
TR<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_200cell/TR.tif")
CBD<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_200cell/CBD.tif")
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CBH<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_200cell/CBH.tif")
CC<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_200cell/CC.tif")
CTI<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_200cell/CTI.tif")
DEM<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_200cell/DEM.tif")
HLI<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_200cell/HLI.tif")
jnprs<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_200cell/jnprs.tif")
pns<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_200cell/pns.tif")
ROAD_DIST<-raster("~/Capstone/Covariates_200cell/road_dist.tif")
#list all rasters
rlist<-list(Slope,TR,CBD,CBH,CC,CTI,DEM,HLI,jnprs,pns,ROAD_DIST)
#stack
rstack<-stack(rlist)
#Read in points
pts <- st_read("~/Capstone/Features/PresAbs_Pts20210615.shp")
## Reading layer `PresAbs_Pts20210615' from data source `C:\Users\lizmoore\Documents\
Local_Working\Capstone\Features\PresAbs_Pts20210615.shp' using driver `ESRI Shapefile
'
## Simple feature collection with 80 features and 13 fields
## Geometry type: POINT
## Dimension:
XY
## Bounding box: xmin: -113.2838 ymin: 37.04769 xmax: -107.6368 ymax: 40.84969
## Geodetic CRS: WGS 84
#Extract all covariates included in the raster stack above
e<- data.frame(raster::extract(rstack, as(pts, "Spatial")))
## Warning in .local(x, y, ...): Transforming SpatialPoints to the CRS of the
## Raster
pred_df<- data.frame(pts, e)
#pres data: make pt_type binomial
pred_df[pred_df$PT_Type=="NEST","Pres"]<-1
pred_df[pred_df$PT_Type=="RANDOM","Pres"]<-0

#Clean db for modeling
rf_data6km<-dplyr::select(pred_df, c("Pres","Slope","TR","CBD","CBH","CC","CTI","DEM"
,"HLI","jnprs","pns","road_dist") )
#rf_data<-rf_data %>% dplyr::rename(jnprs = jnprs_rc, pns=pns_rc, ROAD_DIST= road_dis
t_rc )
#Random forests
set.seed(4567)
rf_class6km<-randomForest(as.factor(Pres) ~ ., data=rf_data6km,ntree=500, mtry=3,impo
rtance=TRUE)
rf_class6km
##
## Call:
## randomForest(formula = as.factor(Pres) ~ ., data = rf_data6km,
mtry = 3, importance = TRUE)
##
Type of random forest: classification
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ntree = 500,

##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Number of trees: 500
No. of variables tried at each split: 3
OOB estimate of
Confusion matrix:
0 1 class.error
0 47 9
0.1607143
1 17 7
0.7083333

error rate: 32.5%

#tuning
# #default is # sqrt(features), or sqrt(12) = 3 is defualt
# m2<-tuneRF(
#
x
= dplyr::select(rf_data, -"Pres"),
#
y
= rf_data$Pres,
#
ntreeTry
= 500,
#
mtryStart = 3,
#
stepFactor = 1.5,
#
improve
= 0.01, #1% improvment
#
trace
= FALSE
# to not show real-time progress
# )
# m2
#No real difference, using defualt.
#plots
plot(rf_class6km)#error plot

varImpPlot(rf_class6km)#Variable Importance Plots
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min_depth6km<-min_depth_distribution(rf_class6km) #create table for min depths
depth6km<-plot_min_depth_distribution(min_depth6km, k=15, main="6 km Buffers")+ scale
_fill_brewer(palette="BrBG")+theme_bw()#create min depths plot for review

#mapping
#sPred6km<-(predict(rstack, rf_class6km,progress="text",type="prob",fun=predict,index
=2))
#writeRaster(sPred6km, "~/Capstone/R_out/RFpred_6kmfocalcells_V1.tif", format="GTiff"
)
#Combine depth plots for report
#Combine plots
rf_figure <- ggarrange(depth,depth300m,depth3km,depth6km,
#labels = c("A", "B", "C"),
ncol = 2, nrow = 2)
rf_figure

#Combine dataframes for distribution summaries
#fix raw raster col names
rf_data<-rename(rf_data, jnprs = jnprs_rc, pns = pns_rc, road_dist = road_dist_rc)
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#Add buffer size distinction column for each dataset
rf_data$Buff<-0
rf_data300m$Buff<-.3
rf_data3km$Buff<-3
rf_data6km$Buff<-6
#Combine
df<-rbind(rf_data,rf_data300m, rf_data3km, rf_data6km)
#Create density plots based on rf results
#Dist to Road
dist_rd<- ggplot(df, aes(x = road_dist, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres)))+
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean distance to roads (m)")+
labs(fill= "Random(0) or Nest(1)")+
#stat_density_ridges(quantile_lines = TRUE, alpha=0.4) # Add quantiles Q1, Q2 (medi
an) and Q3
stat_density_ridges(bandwidth=35, quantile_lines = FALSE, alpha = 0.4, jittered_poi
nts=TRUE, from = 0)

#CTI
dist_cti<-ggplot(df, aes(x = CTI, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres))) +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean CTI")+
labs(fill= "Random(0) or Nest(1)")+
stat_density_ridges(bandwidth =0.1, quantile_lines = FALSE, alpha = 0.4, jittered_p
oints=TRUE)

#DEM
dist_dem<-ggplot(df, aes(x = DEM, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres))) +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean elevation (m)")+
labs(fill= "Random(0) or Nest(1)")+
stat_density_ridges(bandwidth=30, quantile_lines = FALSE, alpha = 0.4, jittered_poi
nts = TRUE)

#TR3x3
dist_tr<-ggplot(df, aes(x = TR, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres))) +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
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xlab("Mean terrain roughness")+
labs(fill= "Random(0) or Nest(1)")+
stat_density_ridges(bandwidth=12, quantile_lines = FALSE, alpha = 0.4, jittered_poi
nts = TRUE, from = 0, to= 300)

#HLI
dist_hli<-ggplot(df, aes(x = HLI, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres))) +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean heat load index")+
labs(fill= "Random(0) or Nest(1)")+
stat_density_ridges(bandwidth=.008, quantile_lines = FALSE, alpha = 0.4, jittered_p
oints = TRUE, from = 0.4, to= 1.2)
#CBD
dist_cbd<-ggplot(df, aes(x = CBD, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres))) +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean Canopy Bulk Density")+
labs(fill= "Random(0) or Nest(1)")+
stat_density_ridges(bandwidth=0.3, quantile_lines = FALSE, alpha = 0.4, jittered_po
ints = TRUE, from=0)
#CBH
dist_cbh<-ggplot(df, aes(x = CBH, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres))) +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean Canopy Base Height (m)")+
labs(fill= "Random(0) or Nest(1)")+
stat_density_ridges(bandwidth=.75, quantile_lines = FALSE, alpha = 0.4, jittered_po
ints = TRUE, from=0)
#CC
dist_cc<-ggplot(df, aes(x = CC, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres))) +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean canopy cover (%)")+
labs(fill= "Random(0) or Nest(1)")+
stat_density_ridges(bandwidth=0.7, quantile_lines = FALSE, alpha = 0.4, jittered_po
ints = TRUE, from=0, to=35)

#Juniperus spp.
dist_jnprs<-ggplot(df, aes(x = jnprs, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres))) +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
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theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean juniperus spp. basal area (sq. ft.)")+
labs(fill= "Random(0) or Nest(1)")+
stat_density_ridges(bandwidth=3, quantile_lines = FALSE, alpha = 0.4, jittered_poin
ts=TRUE, from = 0)

#Pinus spp.
dist_pns<-ggplot(df, aes(x = pns, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres))) +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean pinus spp. basal area (sq. ft.)")+
labs(fill= "Random(0) or Nest(1)")+
stat_density_ridges(bandwidth=1, quantile_lines = FALSE, alpha = 0.4, jittered_poin
ts=TRUE, from = 0)
#create arrangement of figure
dens_figure <- ggarrange(dist_jnprs,dist_rd,dist_dem,dist_hli,dist_tr,dist_cc,
#labels = c("A", "B", "C"),
ncol = 2, nrow = 3)
dens_figure

#Create box plots based on rf results
#Dist to Road
box_rd<- ggplot(df, aes(alpha=0.4, x = road_dist, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor
(Pres)))+
geom_boxplot() +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean distance to roads (m)")
#HLI
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box_hli<- ggplot(df, aes(alpha=0.4, x = HLI, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres
)))+
geom_boxplot() +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean heat load index")

#CTI
box_cti<-ggplot(df, aes(alpha=0.4, x = CTI, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres)
)) +
geom_boxplot() +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean CTI")
#DEM
box_dem<-ggplot(df, aes(alpha=0.4, x = DEM, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres)
)) +
geom_boxplot() +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean elevation (m)")
#CC
box_cc<-ggplot(df, aes(alpha=0.4, x = CC, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres)))
+
geom_boxplot() +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean Canopy Cover (%)")

#CBH
box_cbh<-ggplot(df, aes(alpha=0.4, x = CBH, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres)
)) +
geom_boxplot() +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean Canopy Base Height (m)")

#CBD
box_cbd<-ggplot(df, aes(alpha=0.4, x = CBD, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres)
)) +
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geom_boxplot() +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean Canopy Bulk Density")

#Terrain Roughness
box_tr<-ggplot(df, aes(alpha=0.4, x = TR, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(Pres)))
+
geom_boxplot() +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean Terrain Roughness")
# Juniperus spp.
box_jnprs<-ggplot(df, aes(alpha=0.4, x = jnprs, y = as.factor(Buff), fill=as.factor(P
res))) +
geom_boxplot() +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#4f4d4d", "#E69F00"))+
theme_bw()+
theme(legend.position="none")+
ylab("Buffer Distance (km)")+
xlab("Mean juniper basal area (sq. ft.)")
#create arrangement of figure
box_figure <- ggarrange(box_jnprs,box_rd,box_dem,box_hli,box_tr,box_cc,
ncol = 2, nrow = 3)
box_figure

#Create a dataframe with interquartile ranges for significant predictors at each buff
ersize
#subset to include certain predictors, create new dataframe for each buffer
smry_data<-dplyr::select(df, c("Pres","Buff","CTI", "DEM", "HLI", "jnprs","pns","CBD"
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,"CBH","CC","road_dist","Slope","TR") )
#create separate subsets for nest present and random
smry_data_pres<-filter(smry_data, df$Pres == 1)
smry_data_rndm<-filter(smry_data, df$Pres == 0)

#Create summary table, grouped by buffer
#remove out="return" to view table in R
#nest subset
smry_nest<-st(smry_data_pres, group="Buff", summ=c('notNA(x)','mean(x)','sd(x)','min
(x)','pctile(x)[25]','pctile(x)[75]','max(x)'), group.long = TRUE, out = "return")
#random subset
smry_rndm<-st(smry_data_rndm, group="Buff", out = "return", summ=c('notNA(x)','mean(x
)','sd(x)','min(x)','pctile(x)[25]','pctile(x)[75]','max(x)'), group.long = TRUE )
#Export tables for formating
write.csv(smry_nest, "T:/My Drive/USU-MNR/Capstone/PIJA/report/working/R/outputs/tabl
es/SummaryofNestPredUPDATED.csv")
write.csv(smry_rndm, "T:/My Drive/USU-MNR/Capstone/PIJA/report/working/R/outputs/tabl
es/SummaryofRandomPredUPDATED.csv")
#save final variables to Rdata file
save(pred_df, smry_data,smry_nest, smry_rndm, rf_figure, pts, rf_data, dens_figure, b
ox_figure,file="~/Capstone/PIJA/report/working/R/outputs/variablesV1.Rdata" )
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